In recent years, deep neural networks inspired by the notion of predictive coding have been shown to make accurate predictions of future frames. In this study, we focus on a predictive neural network, one of such implementations to evaluate the relationship between natural and artificial neural networks. By using PredNet, a predictive neural architecture, we show that representations extracted from the architecture are correlative with brain activities evoked by natural movie stimuli. Our result gives a verification result on the theoretical hypothesis of predictive coding.
Introduction
Predictive coding is a theoretical hypothesis which posits that the brain continually predicts incoming sensory stimuli (Rao & Ballard, 1999; Friston, 2005) . In recent years, great strides have been made in exploring deep neural networks with architecture explicitly inspired by the notion of predictive coding, and they have been shown to accurately predict future frames. In this study, we focus on PredNet (Lotter, Kreiman, & Cox, 2016) , one of such predictive neural architectures and evaluate the correlation between representations acquired by the architecture and human brain activities evoked by natural movie stimuli. This is an elemental approach with the aim of making a suggestion about whether predictive coding functions in human brain. Moreover, we attempt to generate images by using representations estimated from brain activities.
PredNet
PredNet (Lotter et al., 2016) is a deep predictive neural network constructed by imitating the concept of predictive coding. Given a current frame, it predicts a future frame. PredNet consists of stacked layers of the same architectural modules. Each module has four parts: a convolutional input layer, a recurrent convolutional (SHI et al., 2015) representation layer, a convolutional prediction layer, and an error representation. In each module, a representation layer holds history of past frames to generate a prediction and a prediction layer generates a prediction of what the module input will be on the next frame. An error representation is computed by comparison of the generated prediction and the output of an input layer which processes the input into the module and it is then passed to the next module as well as a representation layer in the same module. In PredNet, predictions generated in upper modules are passed to lower modules, and error representations computed in lower modules are passed to upper modules. The outline of PredNet is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
Experiments
We investigate into the correlation between representations acquired at the representation layers in PredNet and human brain activities evoked by natural movie stimuli. First, we train PredNet with image sequences extracted from natural movies. Next, we train ridge regressions in which brain activity data is the explanatory variable and each representation is the objective variable. Finally, we evaluate the correlation between actual representations and representations estimated by using the regressions. The relationship between brain activities and representations in PredNet is illustrated in Figure 2 
Experimental Setup
We trained PredNet on the same natural movies as ones used in (Nishimoto et al., 2011) and preprocessed the movies by extracting static image sequences with 10fps and downsampling to 160 × 120 pixels. We followed the settings shown in 713 This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0 Table 1 for training PredNet. The model was trained to minimize the sum of mean squared error between actual and predicted frames over ten time steps. As representations acquired by PredNet, we used representations in representation layers in zeroth (input), second, and third modules. In this paper, we refer to each of them as R0, R2, and R3. As for the first hidden layer R1, we have not applied ridge regression to that, because of the problem of considerably high dimensions for the computation resources -it has 230,400 dimensions. As the brain activity data we used in the experiments, we employed the brain activity data of subjects stimulated by natural movies, the BOLD signal observed by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which has 65,665 voxels corresponding to the cerebral cortex part among all 96×96×72 observed voxels. We trained ridge regressions on 4,497 representation-brain activity pairs, and evaluated it on 300 pairs. Table 2 shows correlation coefficients between the actual representations acquired during a prediction task and the corresponding representations of R0, R2, and R3, estimated from brain activities by using ridge regressions, respectively.
Correlation between representations and brain activities
As λ, a weight for regularization term in ridge regressions, we applied 0.50, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0, 1.0 × 10 2 , 1.0 × 10 3 , 1.0 × 10 4 , 2.5 × 10 4 , 5.0 × 10 4 , 1.0 × 10 5 , 1.0 × 10 6 , 1.0 × 10 7 .
The correlation coefficient between R0 estimated from brain activities and actual R0 is approximately 0.31. On the other hand, correlation coefficients at R2 and R3, which are in upper modules, are much lower.
Generating images from brain activities
We attempted to generate images using representations of R0, R2, and R3 which are estimated from brain activities. Figure 3: Examples of images generated from various representations. From left, stimulus (input) image at the time step, images generated using representations estimated from brain activities with ridge regressions, images generated from representations replaced with 0, images generated from representations replaced with random values [-1.0, 1.0], original predicted images generated during a plain prediction task.
As for R3, in the case of replacing the values of the representations with either 0 or random values, we see that almost similar image is generated in both cases. Even in the case of giving different input to the representation layer, there is not so big difference in the generation result, therefore, we do not assume that the representation layer of the third module functions well in the PredNet. On the other hand, in the case of replacing the values of R3 with the values estimated from the brain activity data, compared to the cases of replacing with 0s and random values, we see that images similar to the ones originally generated by PredNet are generated. Though the images generated by replacing the feature values of R3 with 0s and random values are similar to each other, we have actually confirmed that there is slight difference between them. It can be thought that the images generated with the estimated values becomes similar to the ones generated by PredNet because of the parameters which makes them slightly different. However, overall, we think that R3 does not influence a generated image even if replacing its feature values. In other words, the information from R3 does not contribute significantly for image generation in the framework for PredNet. As for R2, in the case of replacing the feature values with estimated values, compared to the cases with 0s and random values, we see that the images similar to the ones generated with PredNet are generated. As for R0, because it does not directly receive the information for correction from error signals, an image is generated with only the estimated feature values from brain activity data, therefore, the generated images become less visible.
In each layer of any of R0, R2, and R3, compared to the images generated by replacing its feature values with either 0s or random values, we see that the generated images with estimated values from brain activity data tend to be similar to the ones generated by PredNet, furthermore, by the fact that this phenomenon is getting remarkable as the layers get shallow from R3 to R0, we also see that the contribution of the feature values of each layer for generating an image gets higher as the layer gets lower. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows examples of images generated from the feature values of R0 estimated by using brain activity data which were used for training a ridge regression. Compared to the images generated with the brain activity data for evaluation, the images generated with the data for training are similar to the ones by PredNet. This leads to the fact that using ridge regression is appropriate to some extent as a model to train the correspondence relation between the data and the feature values of hidden layers of PredNet. On the other hand, because the difference between visibility of generated images with the brain activity data for evaluation and the ones with the data for training is remarkable, we can say that there is still space to improve the regression model as a generalization model. The reason why it was difficult to train the correspondence relation between brain activity data and the feature values of each layer as a generalization model with high accuracy would be that the dimensions of each representation is considerably high as R0, R2, R3 are 57,600, 115,200, 57,600, respectively.
Conclusion
In this study, as an attempt to quantitatively evaluate the correlation between the brain activities and the behavior of PredNet which is a prediction model developed with deep neural networks, we have implemented PredNet (Lotter et al., 2016) and Figure 4 : Examples of images generated with brain activity data for training. Left: stimulus (input) image at the time step. Middle: images generated using representations estimated from brain activities in training data for ridge regressions. Right: original predicted images generated by PredNet.
investigated the correlation between brain activity data and the representation values at each hidden layer of PredNet. Furthermore, we have evaluated the functions of each representation layer of PredNet by generating images with the estimated feature values of each module of PredNet from brain activity data. Through these experiments, as a result, we have confirmed that there is significant correlation between human brain activity data and the feature values of R0 in PredNet. This fact may be an evidence that there is natural prediction activity in the human brain. As future work, we will work on raising the prediction accuracy of both PredNet and ridge regression. Moreover, in order to estimate the corresponding relation between brain activity and representation by a more general model with high accuracy, we would like to work on reducing the dimensions of representations of each hidden layer in PredNet by means of an auto-encoder, and dealing with brain activity considering the region of interest of the cerebral cortex.
